Maximum Comms Networking
Equations of 3D/2D UAV Motion , communications nodes node i = x ( , , , ) UAV position and attitude (bank) 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) Model
Channel capacity (C) is proportional to the SNR and the bandwidth (W) 
which is the angle between the incident ray and horizontal wing of a UAV ( Use on-line gradient estimation of SNR function to drive the set point to its max location On-line estimator does not require a precise model Applying low-pass filter (integrator) gets rid of the sinusoidal term and provides an estimate of the gradient of ( ) Assume that SNR is a quadratic function 
Self-Estimating Extremum Control Architecture

On-Line Gradient Estimator
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Rapid Flight Test Design Keys
Reduce development time Reduce development time Upgrade is flexible Convenience of high level programming
